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OBJECTIVE
The purpose of REBALANCE is to understand how values and desires, not just rational
interests, shape behaviours and lifestyles as well as policies, in the field of mobility.
REBALANCE, in line with the “mobility turn” approach, reclaims the proper place of
culture in the policy-making process, through a dialogue that helps to generate longterm cultural change in the way we understand mobility and take personal, business
and policy decisions. Mobility practices are not useful, but meaningful.
To provide professionals and policymakers with a more sensitive way of thinking about
mobility, REBALANCE has started by focusing on the Language of the Present: inquiring
on mobility cultures, critically reviewing the mobility narrative with regard to social
practices on policy decision-making, rebalancing economy and ethics as well as
conventional utilitarian and rational decision-making.

ACTIVITIES
To address the diagnosis of the “present mobility narrative”, a series of interviews have
been conducted with a wide range of high-level thinkers beyond the traditional
community of stakeholders in the transport sector. These interviews have been
organised as follows:
•

In-depth interviews to key world thinkers with relevant ideas on the cultural
dimension of mobility and mobility policies, thus providing a background
with a broad humanistic perspective, allowing to critically reflect on the
current model and imagine a new paradigm shift in mobility. (Lead by WP2)

•

Generative dialogues on REBALANCE theoretical framework considering
CV19 Lasting Impacts with mobility high-level experts to validate the
mobility cultures and values that need to shift from the economic model of
the rational decision maker, looking into the fundamentals of the mobility
culture of today. (Lead by WP3)

•

Explorative conversations on the Mobility of the Future between thinkers
and high-level experts in order to identify present trends, drivers, wild cards
and weak signals and gain insight into possible future issues (Lead by
WP4).

Event

Date

In-depth interviews to key world thinkers
Talk with Saskia Sassen (SS)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

18th February 2021

Talk with Jacques Levy (JL)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

22nd February 2021

Talk with Tim Cresswell (TC)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

2nd March 2021

Talk with Alain Bonnafous (AB)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

11th March 2021

Talk with Mateu Turró (MT)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

18th March 2021

Talk with Andreas Knie (AK)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

25th March 2021

Talk with Judy Wajcman (JW)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

8th April 2021
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Talk with Carl Honoré (CH)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

15th April 2021

Talk with Dragos Simandan (DS)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

22nd April 2021

Talk with Mimi Sheller (MS)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

29th April 2021

In-depth interviews to key world thinkers (Additional talks)
Talk with Harvey Miller (HM)
Talk with Mark Coeckelbergh (MC)

Hosted by Alain L’Hostis (WP6)
and Andreu Ulied (WP2)
Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)
and Andrea Ricci (WP4)

21st May 2021
16th December 2021

Talk with Noel Salazar (NS)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

January

Talk with Marta González (MG)

Hosted by Andreu Ulied (WP2)

February

Generative dialogues on REBALANCE theoretical framework
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Laetitia Dablanc
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Christoph Walther
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Luca Bertolini
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Bernhard Schlag
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Chris Nash
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Robert Cervero
Schaefer (WP3)
Hosted by Jens Schade & Lisa
Udo Becker
Schaefer (WP3)
Explorative conversations on the Mobility of the Future
Ghadir Pourhashem & Cristina
Pronello on Automated vehicles

Hosted by Andrea Ricci (WP4)

9th September 2021

Benjamin Docquir & Xavier Tackoen
on Digitalisation

Hosted by Andrea Ricci (WP4)

16th September 2021

Andreu Ulied & Robert Braun on
Greener transport choices

Hosted by Andrea Ricci (WP4)

23rd September 2021

Jens Schade & Stefan Gössling on
the Future role of the car

Hosted by Andrea Ricci (WP4)

30th September 2021

Alain L’Hostis & Cristina Marolda on
Living, working and shopping
patterns

Hosted by Andrea Ricci (WP4)

11th November 2021

Edited versions of these interviews has been published in the New Mobility Cultures and
Policies hub, as well as in the Online Journal “Mobility Cultures and Policies in Europe”
and on social media, especially Rebalance mobility YouTube channel
Please visit: https://rebalancemobility.eu
In addition to the interviews, the research also carried out an analysis of the role of
communication in shaping the mobility culture.
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All of these activities have enabled us to critical analyse the current mobility narrative
and formulate the ‘claim’ as first step towards the REBALANCE Manifesto.

CULTURAL CLAIMS
1. We claim that we are witnessing a cultural change in mobility in
Europe.
In the past decade, the dark side of mobility, along with its negative social and
environmental impacts, has gained more attention in the academic discussion
since the 1990s (the “Mobility turn” by John Urry, Mimi Sheller or Tim Cresswell)
as well as in arts (“Slowness” by Milan Kundera), in the public domain (“The
Slow Movement”, by Carl Honoré or Carlo Petrini) as well as in urbanism
(“Traffic-Calm or Environmental Zones”, from initial proposals by Jane Jacobs
and Patrick Buchannan already in the 1960s). These are signs of a (larger)
cultural shift, which defines mobility as a burden, with negative impacts on
social life and the environment. In this respect, we are witnessing not only a
new trend, but a major change in what mobility is, and how time is experienced,
in Europe (MM), as analyses in “The Scent of Time”, by Byung-Chul Han (2007).
On the other hand, during CV19 we experienced, perhaps for the first time, a
threat to our “right to mobility”. The 13th declaration of human rights states
that “everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
borders of each State,” and that, “everyone has the right to leave any country,
including his own, and to return to his country.

2. The relationship between modernity and mobility is double-edged
Dynamism, “being on the move” and fluidity were not just tools to achieve other
results, but goals per se. The hegemonic idea of mobility has been based on
traveling as an empowering element of modernity, the ability to open up
markets, opportunities and new discoveries. Goethe´s Grand Tour was the
seminal moment of this idea of mobility, reinforced in the later decades by new,
formidable transport regimes and systems. The massification of increased
mobility has naturally granted millions of Europeans a new way of thinking,
moving and living (MM).
Nowadays, we live the terminal paradoxes of these modern values: traffic
congestion, poor conviviality and pollution, and social distancing and isolation.
The relationship between modernity and mobility is double-edged: expanding
opportunities, creativity and freedom are accompanied by growing constraints.
Here we have an important cultural shift: mobility is increasingly seen as a
burden, just as the desire for infinite productivity and efficiency, and the dark
side of mobility is under greater attention.
3. Our culture overestimates the value of speed and efficiency
Speed, and fluidity, the paramount values of a modernity, need to be
surpassed1. Speed was heroic, a claim for adventure, an impatient conquest of
the unknown. Everywhere from Fast Fashion to Fast Food, quantity and speed
has long been favoured over quality. Perhaps the Slow Movement can be a
1

According to the “Cité Radieuse” vision by Le Corbusier
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powerful force in changing this ideology and ‘rebalancing’ our modes of
production (CH). Questioning “speed” does not entail that future policies must
consistently aim at slowing down any movement, it is rather intended to shed
light on the relative marginal value of increasing the speed of physical
movement and on the need to reconsider the social value of speed in relation
to other values such reliability, safety, conviviality, and public health.
In a capitalist context, people are put under surveillance and forced to work
harder and more efficiently until they burnout. Speed and acceleration. In
addition to competition, we need other ethical and political values such as
solidarity. Virtues such as patience. Competition is not bad in itself. We can
compete for virtue, for example. Let’s make ethical AI in Europe. Let’s make
good technology. However, we should avoid superficial virtue signalling or
empty rhetoric and think harder about how to create good in a technological
and global world (MC).
It is not necessarily technological innovation in and of itself that is to blame for
our collective sense of a loss of time, but rather the ‘culture of speed,’ that
surrounds the use of these technologies. We live in a “culture of optimizing
time” and “a good value is to be active, efficient and make the most of time”.
The fact that we feel the need to respond to email quickly is not due to the
speed of data transmission, but because of collective norms that have been
built up about appropriate response times. An individual’s ability to resist the
pressure of perpetual availability is dependent on the institutional context (JW).
4. Technology produces place detachment and time alienation.
Transport is becoming a highly networked, deterritorialised system. The flow of
people, information, freight, material resources and energy are increasingly
interconnected and interdependent, to the point that physical distances are
subverted and the connection to networks often matters more for interaction
than the geographic distance2. The first law of geography is then subverted
(DS). One can envision a world of flexible spatial alliances: new kinds of spatial
organisation for production and distribution, more time- and space-responsive
forms of decision-making, possibly new systems of supply-chain management,
and new labour contract arrangements that alter commuting patterns.
A predominantly service-oriented economy leads to a renewed focus on justin-time behaviour based on synchronization of resources and activities. In this
sense, transport is affected by the dramatic changes all other network
industries are also enduring. All considered, the concepts and categories we
still use in transport planning, largely inherited from the late sixties, will become
blurred due to technological and organisational changes. The significance of:
public and private, collective and individual, infrastructure and service, user and
producer, will become less meaningful.
The market structure and the regulation of transport systems, along with the
mobility choices made by users, fall short of ensuring a sustainable balance
between traffics and places, freedom and welfare, creativity, security and public
health. At the same time, since long ago, there are also a growing number of
political initiatives and projects aiming to rebalance mobility patterns.

2

Castells (2004)
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5. We live in a time of dyschronicity.
More than just being “accelerated”, time has many different and unconnected
rhythms3. We live jumping from moment to moment, from peak to peak4. Since
the late 19th century, most people in more developed regions had already
experienced a sense of acceleration5 because of the industrialisation process;
people began to migrate from rural areas to cities, and lives became organised
according to working times. It was the factory siren, not the bells on the church
tower that marked the time for all. Romantic thinkers and artists aimed to
rebalance rationality and material progress, with the original cultures attached
to communities and places. Education was also a matter of sensibility6.
Byung-Chul Han argues that contemporary life is overpowered not by the
continuous acceleration of time, but rather a temporal crisis caused by a
dyschronicity (a discontinuity), which is simply the atomization of time with no
direction, order or end that prevents it from lasting (lingering). It consists of
indistinguishable, sequential moments, which means that every instant is just
like any other, lacking rhythm or direction that can add meaning to our lives.
6. Freedom of movement and anonymity can lead us to social disparities
and cultural standardisation.
Paradoxically,
enhanced
communication
brings
over-simplification,
standardisation7. From steam ships, channels, railways and tramways in the
19th century, to cars and electricity in the 20th, and mobile phones, sensors
and telecommunications, artificial intelligence in the 21st. In cities, people's
homes became places of consumption, not production. And millions of people
had to commute daily in large cities from home to work. The social and
psychological consequences of “consumerism” on affluent societies were
studied in the late fifties, as well as the negative impacts of industrialisation on
3

“If there is fear”, wrote Paul Virilio (2010), “it is because space is shrinking and time is accelerating,
everything can be contiguous and simultaneous”. The so-called “Dromologic Law” by Virilio states that when
speed increases the probability of traffic jams also increases, as well as the segregation of flows, and places;
and acceleration affects groups, classes and sectors differently. In the face of climate chaos, bullying panics,
pandemic threats, until now we still thought that the response is always more technology and more speed
and ubiquity, and measures restraining mobility were deemed to be temporary.

4

According to Zygmunt Bauman in “The Fluid Society” (2000), then to Umberto Eco “Pape Satán Aleppe:
Cronache di una società liquida” (2016)

5

In “La Revolución de las Masas”, from Ortega y Gasset (1927)
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Friedrich Schiller did in his Letters Upon The Aesthetic Education of Man (1795). There is a long list of
critics of modern civilisation, often sharing some of the romantic thinking of Shiller, praising a “philosophy
of proximity”, from Martin Heidegger to Hans Jonas, Emmanuel Levinas or Peter Sloterdikt.

7

The moral philosopher Charles Taylor explains how lives have been flattened and narrowed, standardised,

adapted to the rhythms of an increasingly automated, and accelerated, world where freedom is limited. This
is the world of the “last man” as described by Nietzsche more than one century ago, content with his “small
and ordinary pleasures” as pointed out by Alexis de Tocqueville, and not much interested in public affairs.
This is the usual image of hundreds of millions of people commuting from home to work almost at the same
time, spending weekends in very similar activities and having vacations in similar places. This is the paradox
of the “lack of time” studied by Judy Wajcman (2015) and reflected in the project Mobility4EU (L’Hostis et al.
2019). Most people in technologically advanced societies have accelerated lives, and lost control of their own
time.
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the environment 8 . New electronic devices such as freezers, dishwashers,
washing machines, allowed women (predominantly) to reclaim time.
Contraceptives allowed them to control pregnancy and work more often outside
their homes. Freedom is a fundamental element of modern urbanised lives, as
compared to rural lives 9 . Telephones facilitated immediate communication
among distant places. Cars changed people’s lives10 and the form of cities. New
transport and communication technology have shaped cities and organised
regions and territorial jurisdictions. “Roads made cities, and cities made roads”.
7. Mobility injustices grow.
Many people who live at the edges of our big cities are continually pushed
further from the city centre. As a result, their commute times are growing,
sometimes up to 2 hours of travel just to get to work. They arrive tired, work
long hours, return home tired, and do it all again tomorrow. This is simply
unacceptable and “we should re-discover mid-size cities.” (SS)
The boss of the factory slowly sips his coffee and reads the newspaper in his
office, occasionally saying “speed up” while the factory workers are forced to
continually worker faster and faster. The workers are tied to the demands of
the conveyor belt and their rhythm is controlled by the boss, and on a larger
scale, they are tied to the speed of capitalism. This is the kinetic hierarchy; how
slowness can be connected to economic class. This type of rhythm control can
easily be seen today in companies such as Amazon, where many employees’
movements are tracked when they are completing different tasks. Sometimes
the rich are faster, sometimes slower, but usually, the difference is the rich act
out of choice and the poor act out of compulsion (TC).
People feel rushed and pressed for time, and share a widespread perception
that leisure time is scarcer and more hectic. However…overall leisure time
has not declined over the last 50 years…this gap between objective time and
how we subjectively experience it, points to the importance of the quality or
character of time, and not simply the amount of time we have. This is where
technology comes in (JW).

8. The fear of losing given rights leads to biased political reactions.
Current change attempts in the European mobility sector in favour of
sustainable development have spurred the emotional debate on ‘tempo limit
130’ in Germany, or the massive protests on raising fuel taxes in France. They
have failed, among other factors, under societal pressure. Evidently, the
majority of people feel disadvantaged and fearful of losing the fundamental
right associated with speed and the freedom of unconstrained mobility.

8

By Herbert Marcuse “The Unidimensional Man”, 1964
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According to “The Secular City”, by Harvey Cox, 1965

10

When black families in the Southern USA were able to afford a car, and drive to any place, at any
moment, maybe for the first time they experienced freedom.
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9. CV19 pandemic changes our perception of vulnerability, mobility
desire and needs11.
The world was suddenly transformed into a “laboratory” where policies
involving restraining fundamental individual rights such as free movement were
tested to protect public health first12. It goes against common sense to believe
that there can be economic normalcy while a pandemic sweeps through the
population. If the rights of the majority of elderly people were disregarded, the
damage to social values may be devastating; children and young adults will
learn that they should expect a similar future.
The short-term costs (in terms of global economic recession and loss of jobs)
were in most developed countries justified by the benefits (in terms of public
health, even though absolute confining of people also created psychological
suffering e.g. in children). Policies aiming to find a balance between controlling
the pandemic and allowing more mobility were only partially successful in
western countries, and the ultimate solution was the vaccine that was rapidly
developed by the pharmaceutical industry13.
That’s not the “digitalize or die” that we experience in the pandemic but a good
way to digitalize: good for humans, good for non-humans, good for conviviality
on this planet. There are positive signs: young people want change. Political
change also. We need technologies that support that poetic project (MC).
10. Tempo justo: the right speed to do things right

Slow is more than doing everything slower, it is a way of being. Slow is about
being mindful, present, and favouring quality over quantity. It’s about moving
and doing things in a way at the right speed or the “tempo justo.” He said, “It’s
about doing one thing at a time which sounds very simple but actually is
profoundly counter cultural in a world obsessed with multi-tasking,” and that,
“it’s about doing everything as well as possible instead of as fast as possible.
We must re-educate our minds and our bodies to wean ourselves off of our
addiction to stimulation, distraction, sexy, adrenaline, fast, speed, and thrill
because ultimately it’s unsatisfying and it’s damaging. It’s not a long term
proposition.” Speed all the time is simply not sustainable (CH)
Mobility has to be recognised as a meaningful human activity. The meanings
that movement is given – discourses, narratives and stories about the fact of
movement; and finally the experienced and embodied practice of movement.”
11

“There can no longer be any doubt, COVID-19 has pushed us into a new Era” stated Nasser Kamel the
Secretary General of the Union for the Mediterranean (UfM), 2020.

12

The coronavirus epidemic has been a major test of citizenship all over the world. “Entire countries serve

as guinea-pigs in large-scale social experiments”, wrote Yuval Noah Harari, (Financial Times, March 20,
2020). “What happens when everybody works from home and communicates only at a distance? Harari
asked, “What happens when entire schools and universities go online? In normal times, governments,
businesses and educational boards would never agree to conduct such experiments”. Traffic in Spanish
large cities gradually shrunk since the isolation of the population was agreed to confront the coronavirus;
according to the Spanish Government, in the first two weeks of confinement movements have decreased
by 70% on weekdays and 80% on weekends. The government's goal was to reach 85% every day. Is only
15% of physical mobility is really indispensable in our societies nowadays?
13

According to Cass R Sunstein, XXX, hardly a conventional Cost-Benefit Analysis can take into account the
moral dilemes involved in the policies adopted to fight againts the pandèmia.
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Moving on from this definition we begin to understand mobility as something
more complex than transportation. When I walked to work, it was precious
time. There was time to prepare before arriving at work and time to decompress
on the way home (TC).
Rebalancing the wish to move and change, with the will to stay and remain the
same. The human desire for change, with natural limits and rhythms still
beyond human control, in a sustainable manner; the flows bringing new
information and more resources, and the quality of the places we inhabit. The
works of thinkers and artists 14 reflect the dilemmas between freedom and
security, between overall growth and social disparities, between environmental
sustainability and social welfare15. Free mobility is attached to the values of
adventure, innovation and creativity – taking care of your life by yourself; it
drives change, and cosmopolitanism; on the other hand, sustainability is
attached to values such as permanence at a given place and stability, collective
identity, solidarity or survival.

POLITICAL CLAIMS: POLICY STILL MATTERS!
11. Political imagination is needed to expand our moral community.
A relational view means that we also consider non-humans such as sentient
animals, and that we recognize that technology always has ethical and political
aspects. While it’s impossible to eradicate bias, we can discuss what bias is just
or unjust, and – when we are aware of these political aspects – we can
purposely develop technologies in a better political direction. Technology is and
will always be political because technology is human (MC).
We have experienced recent crises: CV19 in 2020, the financial and economic
crisis 2007-2008, migrations flows across the Mediterranean, the terrorists
campaigns from 2001, the Balkan’s wars in the mid of 1990s. We also live with
a prospective crisis related to Climate Change as well as human technology
reaching the so-called “Singular point”, the moment in time when artificial
intelligence systems will be able to take up most of our daily decisions.
Common sense would recommend to recognize and prepare the possibility of a
worse-case scenario, apply measures gradually, sooner than later, by providing
the right information for people to adapt their behaviour to the circumstances.
We know that in the new digital world our experience of distance and time
changes radically. We need new concepts to better understand the new reality
and support our decisions. As a result of emerging technologies, changes in
lifestyle, and a shift in the values of new generations, a strong need has arisen
for a paradigm shift on transport and planning management.

14

Artistic works reflecting the Mobility Culture, the virtues and contradiction of a “slow life” in relation to a

“fast life”, are common. In the film industry from Modern Times by Charles Chaplin (1936), to Forrest Gamp
(1994) written by Eric Roth; in literature one of the last novels by Milan Kundera “La Lenteur” (1995) is
precisely devoted to praise slowness: “speed is a form of technologic ecstasy” states Kundera echoing the
Futurist manifesto.
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The positivist narrative–increasing rationality will improve human happiness–is
challenged, as well as the globalisation process. Border closures are desperate
expressions of lasting sovereignty wishes. Instead of closure and isolation,
more resilient and place-sensitive policies are needed.

12. A better understanding of mobility cultures would provide for a more
human sensitive political decisions.
Mobility is not just about transportation. In planning discourses still we consider
an unmarked, neutral, individual actor. People don’t actually work like that, we
are actually embedded in social relations and different kinds of embodied
relations with space marked by gender, race, ethnicity, nationality, age,
disabilities and so we all move within that kind of embodied constellation. The
Constellations of mobility (TC) include historical contexts of mobility and
acknowledges that mobility includes movement, meaning and embodied
practice.
Public transport is not just about moving as many people as fast as possible as
cheap as possible from A to B. It is about conviviality: in a bus or rail station,
inside a vehicle; people from different origins and backgrounds, genders and
income levels, are not just transported together, they live together.
We are embodied, we cannot just put aside our bodies and the whole theory
of justice behind. We cannot assume people, average citizens and travellers, to
have the same interests since it would reinforce by default prejudices favouring
masculine, individual, rational, white, citizen actor. The world we live in is far
more complex than that (MS).
13. We believe ethics should be back at the centre of economics.
Amartya Sen (1989), in his “On Ethics and Economy” essay already proposed
to put ethics back at the centre of economics15. A new pragmatic paradigm on
economic theory16. It goes beyond to the upstream determinants of transport
demand that were usually in focus of transport studies since 1960s and still
remain in many people and decision-makers mindsets17, but also beyond the
15

Sen’s claim may seem paradoxical, since modern economy was born from moral philosophy, ethics and
politics, in late 18th Century, during the Scottish and British Enlightenment. From Theory of Sentiments by
Adam Smith (1759) to the Political Economy (1848) by John Stuart Mill, economic reflections were
embedded into deeper ethical and political ideas. Mill’s vision of politics and economy has been labelled as
“romantic utilitarianism”, since it provided for a more sophisticated understanding than “classic
utilitarianism”11. Utilitarianism assumed purely rational individual and political decisions based on the
paramount principle of maximising happiness (“the greater happiness for the greater number” was the
political principle proclaimed by Jeremy Bentham).

16

Recent Nobel prices in economy, the economist Nicolas Thaler and the psychologist Daniel Kahneman,
have proposed a new economic theory called behavioural, that to a large extent goes back to the empirical
observations and critical analysis of Adam Smith, Francis Hutcheson or David Hume. This more
comprehensive understanding of how human nature, in terms of values, sentiments, beliefs, influences
individual preferences and decisions has been taken up by Cass Sunstein in his proposals to reinvent CostBenefit Analysis as a nudge, not as an inquiry towards the discovery of a truth but as a language that helps
to distance us from a given question enough to see it in a broad, more general context and be able to
justify the decision with more objective arguments. Our intuitions are often unreliable, and we need theories
and general explanations, but theories are ideal constructions. In search - if not for truth - for justifications
that larger audiences may accept, we have to balance economy and ethics, rationality and sensitivity,
morality and prudence.

17

Philosophers, from ancient Greeks and Saint Augustine to Schopenhauer and modern scholars, have
discussed across centuries about “liberum arbitrium”. Most recently, in his much-acclaimed book “Homo
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psychological and sociological assumptions at the basis of current research on
behavioural change18. Critical arguments supporting liberal democracies (e.g.
nobody knows better than oneself, his or her own needs and wishes,
governments have to limit individual freedom only if it may damage other
people) need to be redefined as well as the delicate issue of “useful” or
“essential” mobility without raising furious preconceived hostility.
There are certain factors that are difficult to analyse in a traditional cost-benefit
analysis. Lots of people complain about masks during CV19 Pandemia because
they prevent normal human relationships, but that’s a hidden cost, how do you
go about quantifying the cost to good quality human relationships coming from
the fact that people are masked…that they treat each other as a vector of
disease…that when they see one another they prefer to jump into traffic and
get hit by a car then cross the street on the same sidewalk as another person?
Social distancing, is a form of distance which is “ridden with ideological
messaging”. He went on to say that public health fails to quantify the hidden
costs of social distancing (DS).
Pragmatist ethics offers a non-fundamentalist view of ethics. It’s about ethics
in situations. Ethics as an experiment also. It’s more open and pluralist, and
recognizes that ethics is also about solving social problems. Community and
virtue is something we can learn from ancient ethics, but we have to avoid a
primitivist view (MC).

14. Policies are challenged by the emergence of new disruptive
technologies, and changing values of new generations.
The development of new technologies applied in transport and communication
maybe beyond democratic control19. The impact of mobile phones in our lives
is at least as important as that of automobiles and electric appliances in the
1960s. Artificial intelligence algorithms connected to vast amounts of online
data are able to deliver customized services, by firms; and customized policies,
by governments; and monitor them overtime. What a “new world of mixed
realities” is to a Baby Boomer is “reality as I have always known it” to the
younger digital generations.
Presently, major social, psychological and technological shifts are taking place
in societies across the planet where the physical world of experiences is now
competing against a virtual world of experiences for people’s time. All of the
activities, relationships and emotions of life are seemingly replicated on the
deus”, Yuval Noah Harari goes further, and challenges the very concept of “free will”, arguing that even
when we believe that we are developing an autonomous, rational decision-making process, we are in fact
conditioned by a variety of “external” factors so deeply rooted that we are not aware of the role they play
in shaping our behaviour and our choices. Likewise, modern psychology devotes considerable attention to
studying this particular cognitive process.
18
Cass R. Sunstein has provided a number of samples of the “tragic” trade-off between environmental and
social criteria (e.g. more strict regulation of the levels of pollution on cars may require people with lowest
income to reduce their health expenses to buy the new car they need to go to work, resulting in a higher
number of premature deaths than those produced by the pollution of their old cars). See Cost-Benefit
Analysis and the Environment (Ethics 115, The University of Chicago, 351-385, 2005) and for a more general
discussion of this issue: The Cost Revolution Revolution (2018), How Change Happens (2019).
19

This concern was exposed in dramatic terms in the “Manifesto against the Industrial Society” by

Theodore Kacinsky, known as “Unabomber”, following the views of Jacques Ellull in “La Societé de la
Technology” (1954).
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internet via technology. Mobile IT devices allow for both worlds of experience
to co-exist whether a person is travelling or at rest. In this new world, concepts
of time and distance are distorted on an historical scale.
People believe that science is objective and value free, however, “political,
economic, and cultural decisions weigh in the whole time” (JW).

15. There is a growing but still weak social and political broad consensus
in Europe favouring a paradigm shift.
Most public transport users express preference for reliability and comfort over
speed, under reasonable time thresholds; teleworking and e-learning are
relevant ongoing processes Traffic-calmed zones are being created in many
European cities. Social movements have emerged promoting “proximity” as a
value – proximity in social, economic and environmental terms – instead of
“speed”. These policies are not new. For example, in the late fifties Jane
Jacobs 20 opposed urban motorways in New York City. Colin Buchanan 21
proposed concrete policies to rebalance traffic in British cities, such as “traffic
calm zones” or “superblocks”, “road bypasses”, “public transport corridors
reaching city centres”, that slowly begin to be implemented in European cities.

Disclaimer: The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the
authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. The
European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the
information contained therein.
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In “The Live and Death of American Cities” (1961)

21

Colin Buchanan in “Traffic in Towns” (1961)
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